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VEL PROLEGOMENA SYMBOLICA AD SYSTEMAM SCEPTICO»

MYSTICAE VIAE EXPLICANDAE, FUNDAMENTUM ΗΙΕΒΟ᾿
GLYPHICUM SANCTISSIMORUM SCIENTIAE SUMMAE

THE followingis an attempt to systenlatise alike the data of mysticism and the
results or comparative religion.

The sceptic will applaud our labours, for that the very catholicity of the symbols
denies them any objective validity, since, in so many contradictions, something
must be false, while the mystic will rejoice equally that the self same catholicity
all-embracing' proves that very validity, since after all something must be true

Fortunatelywe have learnt to combine these ideas, not in the mutual toleration
or sub-contmries, but in the affirmation of contrarias, that transcending of the laws
οί intellect which is madness in the ordinary man, genius in the Overman who
hath arrived to strike off more fettels from our understanding. The savage who
cannot conceive of the number six, the orthodox mathematician who cannot con-
ceive of the fourth dimension, the philosopher who cannot conceive of the Absolute
fall these are one; all must be impregnated with the Divine Essence of the
Phallic Ved of Maeroprosoptts, and give hirth to their idea, True (we may agree
with Balzac), the Absolute recedes ; we never grasp it ; but in the travelling there
is joy. Am 1 no better than a staphylococcus because my ideas still crowd in
chains ?

But we digress
The last attempts to tabulate knowledge are the ?!{ו”ח/ש Dmurlala of Knorr

von Rosenroth (a work incomplete and, in some of its parts, prostituted to the
service or dogmatic interpretation), the lost symbolism of the Vault in which
Christian Rosenkreutz is said to have been buried, some of the work of Dr. Dee
and Sir Edward Kelly, some very imperrect tables in Cornelius Agrippa, the
“Art" of Raymond Lully, some of the very artificial efl'usions or the esoteric
Theosophists, and of late years the knowledge of the Order Rosae Rubeae et
Aureae Crucis and the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. Unluckily, the
leading spirit in these latter societies found that his prayer, “ Give us this day our
daily whisky, and just a wee drappie mair for luck I" was sternly answered,“When
you have given us this day our daily Knowledge-lecture.”

Under these Circumstances Death got mixed with Dewar, and Beelzebub with
Buchanan.

But even the best of these systems is excessively bulky ; modern methods have
enabled us to concentrate the substance of twenty thousand pages in two score

The best of the serious attempts tonsystematise the results of Comparative
vn



viii INTRODUCTION

Religion is that niade by ?םושמש But though she had an immense genius ror
acquiring facts, she had none whatever ror sorting and selecting the essentials

Grant Alien made a very siipshud experiment in this line; so have some ofthe
polemical rationalists; but the only man uorthy of our notice is Frazer of the
Golden Bough. Here, again, there'\5 no tabulation; for us it is left to sacrifice
literary charm, and even some accuracy, in order to bring out the one great point

This: That when a Japanese thinks of Hachiman, and a Boer of the Lord of
Hosts, they are not two thoughts, but one.

The cause of human sectarianism is not lack of sympathy in thought, but in
speech ; and this it is our not unambiticus design to remedy.

Every new sect aggravates the situation. Especially the Americans, grossly
and crapulousiy ignorant as they are or the rudiments of any human language,
, ize like mongrel curs upon the putrid bones of their decaying monkey-Jabber,
and gnaw and tear them with fierce growls and howls.

The mental prostitute, Mrs. Eddy (for example), having invented the idea
which ordinary people call “ God,” christened it “ Mind," and then by affirming a
set of propositions about “ Mind,” which are only true of “ God," set all hysterical,
dyspeptic, crazy Amurrka by the ears. Personally, I don’t object to people dis-
cussing the properties of four-sided triangles ; hut l draw the line when they use a
well-known nord, such as pig, or mental healer, or dung-heap, to denote the object
of their patanoiac tetishism.

Even among serious philosophers the confusionlS very great. Such terms as
God, the Absolute, Spirit, have dozens and dozens ot connotations, according to
the time and place of the dispute and the beliefs ol‘the disputants.

Time enough that these definitions and their inter-relation should be crystal-
lised, even at some expense otacccpted philosophical accuracy.

:. The principal sources or ourtables have been the philosophers and traditional
systems referred to above, as also, among many others, Pietro di Abane, Lilly,
Eliphaz Levi, sir R hurton, Swami Vivekananda, the Hindu, Buddhist, and
Chinese Classics, the Ql’lran and its commentators, the Book of the Dead, and,
In particular, original research. ?”טופ Chinese, Hindu, Buddhist, Moslem, and
Egyptian systems have never before been brought into line with the Qabalnh;
the Tarot has never been made public.

Eliphaz Levi knew the true attributions, but was forbidden to use them.1
All this secrecy is very silly. An indicihie Arcanum'ts an arcanum that mmm!

be revealed it is simply had faith to swear a man to the most horrible penalties
if he betray , . &c., and then take him mysteriously apart and confide the
Hebrew Alphabet to his safe keeping. This is perhaps only ridiculous; but it is a
wicked imposture to pretend to have received from the Rosicrucians manuscripts
which are to he found in the British Museum, To obtain money on these grounds,
as has been done by certain rnoderns, is clear (and I trust, indictable) fraud ; and
ever to have countenanced those frauds, of which he must surely have been aware,
seems hardly creditable to so earnest and venerable a student of the mysteries as
Dr. Wynn \Vestcott.’ It is presumabie, however, that he was the dupe of his fear
of, if not ofhis trust in, the Machiavellian Mystic ofthe Rue Mozart.

The secrets ofAdepts are not to be revealed to men. We only wish they were.

I This is probably true. though in agreement with the statement ot the tradueer oi Levi's
doctrine and the vilifier efl-lis nohle personality.

? My correspondence with this gentleman has not tended to raise my opinion or his conduct,
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When a man comes to me and asks tor the Truth, I go away and practise teaching
the Difi’erentialCalculus to a Bushman ; and I answer the former only when I have
succeeded with the latter. But to withhold the Alphabet of Mysticism from the
learner is the device of a selfish charlatan. That which can be taught shall be
taught, that that which cannot be taught may at last be learnt.

3. As a weary but victorious warrior delights to recall his battles—Forsitan
haec olim meminisse juvabitiwe would linger for a moment upon the dimculties
οι” our task.

The question oi sacred alphabets has been abandoned as hopeless As one
who should probe the nature orwoman. the deeper he goes the rottener it gets;
so that at last it \5 seen that there is no sound bottom All\5 arbitrary ;' with-
drawing our caustics and adopting a protective treatment, we point to the beautiiul
clean bandages and ask the Clinic to admire! To take one concrete example:
the English T is clearly equivalent in sound to the Hebrew n, the Greek 1, the
Arabic ut, and the Coptic ᾿'Γ, but the numeration is not the same. Again, we have
a clear analogy in shape(perhapsa whole series oi analogies), which, on comparing
the modern alphabets with primeval examples, breaks up and is indecipherable.

The same dimouity in another form permeates the question of gods,
Priests, to propitiato their local fetish, would flatter him with the title or creator;

philosophers, with a wider outlook, would draw identities between many gods in
order to obtain a unity. Time and the gregarious nature of man have raised gods
us ideas grew more universal; sectarianism has drawn false distinctions between
identical gods for polemical purposes.

Thus, where shall we put lsis, favouring nymph oi com as she was? As the
type of motherhood? As the moon? As the great goddess Earth? As Nature?
As the Cosmic Egg from which all Nature sprang? For as time and place have
changed, so she is all or thesei

What of Jehovah, that testy senior of early Genesis, that lawgiver of Leviticus,
that war-god of Joshua, that Phallus of the depopulated slaves of the Egyptians,
that jealous King-God of the times at the Kings, that more spiritual conception of
the Captivity, only invented when :111 temporal hope was lost, that mediaeval battle—
ground oi cross-chopped logic, that Being stripped of all his attributes and assimi-
lated to Pal‘abmhm'i and the Absolute of the Philosopher?

Satan, again, whoin Job15 merely Attorney-General and prosecutes tor the
Clown, acquires in time all the obloquy attaching to that functionary'tn the eyes
of the criminal classes, and becomes a slanderer Does any one really tllink that
any angel is such a fool as to try to gull the Omniscient God into injustice to his
saints.

Then, on the other hand, what oi Moloch, that form ot Jehovah denounced by
those who did not draw huge profits from his rites? What of the savage and.
morose Jesus of the Evangelicals, cut by their petty malice from the gentle Jesus
of the Italian children? How shall we identify the thaunlaturgic Chauvinist of
Matthew with the metaphysical Logos of John? ln short, while the human mind
is mobile, so long will the definitions uiall our terms vary

ι All symbolism is perhaps ultimately so; there is no necessary relation in thought between
the idea uf a mother. the sound oi the child's ery ?יי Ma." and the oonthinetion oi lines₪, Th ,
too, is the extreme case, since "1111" is the sound naturally just produced by opening the lips
and breathing. Hindus would make a great mss over this true conuentio - but 11 15 very nearly
the only one. All these beautiiul schemes break down sooner or later, mostly sooner.
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But it is necessary to settle on something : bad rules are better than no titles
at all. We may then hope that our critics will aid our acknowledged feebleness;
and if it be agreed that much learning hath made us mad, that we may receive
humane treatmentand a liberal allowance of rubber-cores in our old age.

Δ. The Tree of Life is the skeleton on which this body of truth is built. The
juxtaposition and proportion or its parts should be rully studied, Practice alone
will enable the student to determine how far an analogy may be followed outr
Again, some analogies may escape a superficial study. The Beetle is only con—
nected with the sign Pisces through the Tarot Trump “The Moon.” The Camel
is only connected with the High Priestess through the letter ?ג

since all things whatsoever (including no thing) may be placed upon the Tree
of Life, the Table could never be complete. lt is already somewhat unwieldy, wn
have tried to confine ourselves as far as possible to lists of Things Generally
Unknown. It must be remembered that the lesser tables are only divided from
the thirty-two-fold table in order to economise space; eg. in the seven-told table
the entries under Saturn belong to the thirty—second part in the large table.

We have been unable {or the moment to tabulate many great systems of Magic;
the {our lesser books of the Lemegeton, the system of Abramelin, if indeed its
Qliphothic ramifications are susceptible of classification, once we follow it below
the great and terrible Demonic Triads which are under the presidency of the
Unutterable Name, the vast and comprehensive system shadowed in the Book
called the Book of the Concourse of the Forces, which we are now editing and
hope to issue separately, interwoven as it is wtth the Tarot, being, indeed, on one
view httle more than an amplification and practical application or the Book or
Thothr

But we hope that the present venture will attract scholars from all quarters, as
when the wounded Satan leaned upon his spear,

“ Forthwith on all sides to aid was run
By angels many and strong.

and that in the course ot time a far more satisfactory volume may result,
Many columns will seem to the majority of people ιο consist of mere lists of

senseless words. Practice, and advance in the magical or mystical path, will
enable them little by little to interpret more and more.

Even as a flower unfolds beneath the ardent kisses of the Sun, so will this
table reveal its glories to the dazzling eye of illumination. Symbolic and barren
as it is, yet it shall stand for the athletic student as a perfect sacrament, so that
reverently closing'its pages he shall exclaim, “ Mav that ot which we have pat-taken
sustain us in the search tor the Quintessence, the 'stone of the Wise, the Summum
Bonum True wisdom, and Periect Happiness

So mote it be l
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TABLES

COL. VI., Lum- 10, for ?םלח mu! ?םלח-

COL, xv,, Ems 32 bis. 'Nam—The Pure Earth known ?!ם the ancient
Egyptians (luring that Equinox of me Gods over which Isis presided
».& the Pagan Era) was taken as Green.’

Col.. LXXXVI., LINE Β, read ?םיהלאיגב.

(Σοι. Ο,, LINE 8, space after '.
σοι. cxx, Lma 5, space after ?הס;!.ןאפ 9, space after ?לע

NOTES

Col.. u., ..."; 3, read ?ם`הלא; LINE 6, ₪14 ?!ב.

(Ξοι. LXXIX., for ‘LINE 9‘ read * LINE 13,’

COL. LXXXV, LINE 6 (mica,/ar D nad D-

COL. CLXXIH., Infrac, add ‘or Tafrac.’
Col.. CLXXVIL, fur ‘round a heptagram’ ₪14 ‘round a heptagon.’
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+oiV

Ae:-i-

octo

OofO

AuiO

OMV

(DaiV

ΔοιΘ

ורונת.

Ta ?!{אבחנ .

Txin. , .

Ming I .

lm za... .

Khwei .

Men...

.

Rettulit-5, avoiding. ?!!!{אשמע

Vinium. ?טופסאװ Ram.

To advance (load).

nummus, wounded.

wikly dilly.?םמעטמ}!

Dixuninn,שנוע!? discum.

uma-ss, imobimy, aim-nu.

Unxavefling(a hui, &c.).
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Figure. Mum. Divinaumand Spixilunl nxming.

n

42

!ס

ea

π

VoiV

ΔοιΔ

7014-

+uA

VuO

001A

Ἴων

νοιΔ

υκῖἰ .

Kan.

'1':th .

Sizing.

;{ןוחיגה

זןװןן.

Addition. inerme,

mmm". strength, ?שמשמש !₪.

unexpected cvm, a bald wol-nan.

("allen-ed. downy,

and mm.?ממא

strata-med, ?!!!שאוגסנואה yawn: ω.stai-md.

A «eu, tdI-culuvatwn.
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Divination and Spiritual Mea-mg.

n

51

52

53

55

56

V010

Gone.

Δο Δ

Vox?

Am?

AolV

AofO

OotV

Ko...

Ting .

Kan.

lc".

Irm- .

Km mei

Ring .

Change.

warm, : ?>₪סװטום=, flaxxbiflky. quick ear and
eye

Ease, devllepmenl, moving pam, munder.

Fem. ?ג mountain.

Fanum; manage. ?;ןמטנו advance, ?;«וא

yeme. sister bum?01ג(mam'age?ופוסש-ןגסמ!
the uidet).?

Large. ahmam, progress.

sums“
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Figure. Name. Nam. ?!(ןמנמש nnd Spiritual Aiming.

?םד——. ..- AuxA sin . . . . . Flexibility, penetration, vauflalion. wind, wood,— ’“-ι..-

....——se = νων Tui . mmmhupummads.uiuum.——
₪—?־- := Aoi v ??{שבח . . . ͵ Disstpalion,dispefiion,kiu-nin‘toevd.—-..-ι
_——5° —.—' νων κεφ. . . JoinksofbodyJeguln-divlsien.————61 ?-־־־ An: ?ט !}₪351 . . . Inmoslimmily.

—
an?־-?־- _— Ae:? !}₪ κω. . ?םשאנה-.ומט”סןןןןםמ,₪פ\ןם₪ bird,_ small divergences,-־?
ss?־?־- ..—— ?שטופ mm. . . Hdpamnea,mmpi¢iesumss,__־?———

a; ——— ?ספו ν wdm . . . . !nwmplclesuwcss,lwlishimpubeJ-ilure.—



THE EQUINOX
A HALF-YEARLY REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC ILLUMINISM

Sulrm'lm: Tm :(:}/!}1:31yearly.
A lii/ritui axiom on superior paper with nam; binding,

m ga,-ms yearly.

This Review has been founded:
(a) As the Omcial Organ ofthe Ax. Α:.
(l) For publication—

(I) of researches on scientific lines into the nature and powers of the
human mind;

(2) of stories, poems, drawings, whereby, through the medium or art,
those truths which are as yet too subtle for scientific analysis
may be made known;

(3) or the knowledge of methods or research, higher and lower ;

ω or any other literature or art which may be considered suitable.

The A.". Λ.“. consists of a number of persons who have Themselves attained
that condition which has been variously described as “saintship,” “ Mahatma-
ship,n “ mastership,“ " adeptship,” and so on, according to the accidents or
time and place.

They consider that the time is now come for a more general difi‘usion af Their
own knowledge, and have rounded Me ?!?"ויה” as one means to that end. They
wish to discover suitable pupils {or special training,

Such pupils must be prepared to work on strictly scientific lines. Prejudice
and dogma must be laid aside. The Brothers of the A '. A * do not ask for
faith : They insist on each pupil making his own experiments cr cally, and that
he should never believe or assert that which he does not himself certainly know.
The Brothers do not attach Themselves to any external system, though They are
in essential harmony with all living systems, by reason that Truth, even when it
appears to be buried beneath the greatest errors, is the life of all that lives.

As a registered subscriber to Π: Equinox, you will have an opportunity,
should you desire it, of being examined by the A:. A.". as to your fitness for
instruction and assistance in your search for Truth.

The Review will appear on or about the πε: of March and the zlst of Sep-
tember in each year.

Each of the more important articles will be paged separately with their titles,
so that they may be bound up by themselves if so desired A few copies of each
will so be bound up by the publishers, and may be obtained in that form at
prices to be duly advertised.

ΤΑ: Equinox will be printed in Crown Quarto, and each number will be of
about !00,000words. Some of the articles will be illustrated in colours.
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